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NO MORE BRICK BREAKING
 Recently I’ve been walking around campus and noticing that once again, our bricks are being 
taken from us. Smashed and broken to a crumbling state. Right under our damn noses.  I’ll say it again: 
I won’t stand for this. Not now, not ever.   

 Remnants of large concrete squares in Beaver. Missing slabs (you know, those ones that have the 
little ridges that vaguely resemble anti-homeless architecture) on the walls outside of Huffman? The 
tiny bricks that make up the wall from East Quad to A-Quad, all kicked in? 

 I can’t do it anymore.

 I asked politely and that didn’t work, so now I am demanding: stop killing our concrete. Con-
crete is already dying off at an alarming rate in its natural environment due to poaching. Do you really 
want to be a part of the problem? 

 Think before you destroy.

                                                                  Ellie Schrader, annoying but in a sexy way
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Staff “Famous Lesbians” Box

KINDS OF PEOPLE I AVOID 

Never trust a white 

South African with 

money. NEVER.

 Here is a comprehensive list of people I either morally disagree with, detect rancid 
vibes from, or just get the heebie jeebies from. Sorry if this applies to you. I don’t really 
mean it. Unless...?

 Disclaimer: Not ranked in order, but you can probably put the pieces together.
 
 1. Ginger men. I’m not saying all gingers are bad---I respect the red heads. But i  
	 just	cannot	find	it	in	my	heart	to	forgive	ginger	men.	For	example:	Conan	O’Brien,		
 Ed Sheeran, Prince Harry, Rupert Grint (the irrelevant one from Harry Potter.) All  
 freaks.
 
 2. Blonde people who say they are neutral when it come to politics. You’re not fool- 
 ing anyone.
 
 3. Any male in cinema or studio art. What’s your angle exactly?

 4.  People who claim to like history but only like WWI and WWII. I really don’t  
 believe you when you say you are sad that the American “empire” is collapsing.
 
 5. Anyone who breaks the bricks here!!!! You guys know we will never get elevators  
 in dorms because our entire damn tuition is being spend on replacing some con 
 crete!

 6. Anyone who still has and is actively operating their VSCO accounts and/or Snap 
 chat streaks. C’mon.

 7.  If you scream at the top of your lungs at video games or blast your television, I 
  need you to know your neighbours fucking hate you.  I kind of do too, even if I am 
  half deaf.

 8. Not necessarily an individual, but I do hate that frats won’t accept women. I re 
 ally think I could bring something to the table. Please let me rush. 

 9.  People who watch anime and think Japan is a fantasy land? You guys are so  
 damn obnoxious. 

 10. Republicans who voluntarily go to a liberal arts school. Seriously, why did you 
  apply here?

 11. Denison Tik-Tok “celebs”...No further comment.

	 12.		@lilmiquela	and	any	of	her	followers.	FUCK	literal	computer	generated	influ-	
 encers. We are going down too dark of a dystopian path here.

No way! It’s Ellie again!


